ABSTRACT: The presupernova evolution of stars that form semi-degenerate or strongly degenerate O+Ne+Mg cores is discussed. For the 10 -13 Μ Θ stars, behavior of off-center neon flashes is crucial. The 8-10 Μ Θ stars do not ignite neon and eventually collapse due to electron captures. Properties of supernova explosions and neutron stars expected from these low mass progenitors are compared with the Crab nebula. We also examine the conditions for which neutron stars form from accretion-induced collapse of white dwarfs in close binary systems.
(i.e, roughly for the same nuclear burning stage), s c is higher (and p c is lower) for larger M. We need higher entropy to sustain a larger mass against self-gravity.
When nuclear reactions are not active, the star loses entropy by radiation and neutrinos and s c decreases. Equation (1) shows that both T c and p c increase as s c decreases for fixed M. In other words, the specific heat in the central region is negative as c g = ds c /d\nT c = -1.5&/μΐΓ. The increase in p c implies that the star contracts and releases gravitational energy, a part of which goes into internal energy and the rest goes into radiation and neutrino losses.
The sign of the specfìc heat depends on the equation of state, however. It is positive if electrons are degenerate and the pressure does not depend much on temperature. In this case, the loss of entropy hardly induces gravitational contraction, so that T c decreases as the star loses energy, i.e., c g > 0. Such a change in equation of state occurs for stars with sufficiently low central entopy and thus for a sufficiently small mass, M, or small core mass, MCOre5 as seen from Eq.(l).
The example of the evolutionary change in the central density and temperature during the gravitational contraction is shown in Figure 1 for neon stars with neon burning artificially suppressed (Nomoto 1984a (Nomoto , 1986a . At the maximum temperature, Cg changes its sign because of electron degeneracy. The maximum temperature is higher for larger M. (For evolved cores, the temperature peak appears not in the center but in the outer shell because of neutrino losses. See §3). We see that there exists a minimum mass for the peak temperature to reach the ignition temperature of the nuclear fuel. The minimum masses are 0.08, 0.25, 1.06, and 1.37 Μ Θ for hydrogen, helium, carbon, and neon burning, respectively (e.g., Arnett 1978; Nomoto 1981 for a review). Therefore, stars with a core mass, MCOre5 smaller than the above minimum mass will not undergo further nuclear burning, but form a white dwarflike degenerate core. In this sense, the stellar mass, M, is a critical parameter to determine the final fate of evolution. 
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Evolution As a Function of Stellar Mass
In Figure 2 , the evolution of the central density, p c , and temperature, T c , is shown for helium stars (or cores) of mass M A = 8, 6, 3.3, 3.0, 2.8, and 2.2 Mq which correspond to the main-sequence mass of M m s = 25, 19, 13, 12, 11, and 9 M 0 , respectively ). The line for φ = 10 approximately divides the electron degenerate and non-degenerate region, where φ is the chemical potential of an electron in units of kT. These evolutionary paths clearly indicate the effect of electron degeneracy and its dependence of stellar mass. We can classify the stellar evolution by M as follows:
(1) For M < 0.08 M 0 , the star will become a planet-like black dwarf without igniting hydrogen burning. One of the distinct features of a semi-degenerate core is the appearance of a temperature inversion in the central region. This is because neutrino energy losses are faster at higher densities and the degenerate electrons provide the pressure necessary to sustain hydrostatic equilibrium. As a result, neon burning ignites not in the center, but in the outer shell. The location of the neon ignition is M T ¿ Z = 0.78 -0.10 Mq for M A = 2.6 -3.2 M 0 Nomoto 1984a; Habets 1985 Habets , 1986 . For M A = 3.3 M 0 (M m s ~ 13 M 0 ), electron degeneracy is so weak that no temperature inversion appears and neon ignites at the center. In short, the propagation of the oxygen-neon shell burning is self-sustanined in the sense that neutronization in the burning layer promotes further contraction. Therefore, the quenching of neon burning and the resulting formation of a strongly degenerate oxygen-neon core would be the case only for very limited mass range, if it occurs at all. Most stars of 10 -13 M 0 will evolve to form an iron core and, in particular, 10-11 M 0 stars would undergo very exlosive off-center neon flashes. (Fig. 4-5) . Hence the oxygen-neon core mass does not exceed the critical mass of 1.37 M 0 and, therefore, neon is never ignited. After attaining the maximum temperature, which is far below the ignition temperature of neon, T c decreases due to neutrino emission. Clearly c g > 0, which is an important difference from more massive stars. Afterwards, the core becomes strongly degenerate.
Propagation of Neon-Oxygen Burning
If the core mass stays constant (~ 1.3 M 0 ), the degenerate core will simply continue to cool like a white dwarf. In a red-giant, the core mass Mueb (defined as the mass interior to the helium burning shell) grows because hydrogen and helium shell burning processes the material of the hydrogen-rich envelope into carbon-oxygen. Suppose that these low mass stars give rise to Type II supernova explosions. The mass of a neutron star residue depends on the explosion energy and thus not certain yet. However, we see from the core-halo structure that even a very weak explosion can eject the extended hydrogen-helium layer. Therefore the mass of a neutron star must be less than 1.38 MQ (baryon mass) for 8-10 M© stars and smaller than 1.4 -1.7 MQ for 10 -13 MQ stars. The baryon mass of 1.4 MQ correspond s to the gravitational mass of ~ 1.3 MQ. Therefore, we can rule out the 8-10 MQ stars from the progenitors of binary radio pulsars PSR1913+16 because their masses are 1.38 MQ and 1.44 MQ (e.g., Burrows and Woosley 1986). 
Abundance of the Ejecta
THE FATE OF WHITE DWARFS AS A FUNCTION OF MASS AND ACCRETION RATE
Isolated white dwarfs are simply cooling stars that eventually end up as dark matter. In binary systems they evolve differently because mass accretion from their companion provides gravitational energy that rejuvenates them. The gravitational energy released at the accretion shock near the stellar surface is radiated away and does not heat the white dwarf interior. However, the compression of the interior by the accreted matter releases additional gravitational energy. Some of this energy goes into thermal energy (compressional heating) and the rest is transported to the surface and radiated away (radiative cooling). Therefore, the interior temperature is determined by the balance between heating and cooling and, thus, strongly depends on the mass accretion rate, M (Nomoto , 1984b 
Dim Type I Supernovae
If an off-center single detonation occurs on a very massive white dwarf (> ~ 1.1 M Q ) , the resulting supernova will be rather dim, because the accumulation of only a small amount of helium (~ 0.01 -0.1 MQ) can lead to the helium detonation. In most cases, an unburned C+O core will be left behind as a white dwarf. Such dim supernovae (Branch and Doggett 1985) are more likely to be associated with O+Ne+Mg white dwarfs since their masses are larger than ~ 1.2 MQ.
COLLAPSE INDUCED BY CARBON DEFLAGRATION AT HIGH DENSITY
Conductive Deflagration
As mentioned in §6, there are two scenarios in which a carbon deflagration is initiated in the center when the central density is as high as 10 10 g cm" 3 . At such densities, the carbon deflagration may not lead to an explosion since electron capture is much faster at these high densities than at the lower densities encountered in the models of SN la. Moreover, if the central part of the white dwarf is in the solid state, the propagation mode of the burning front could be different. If the solid is strong enough, convection will be suppressed and the burning front will Here v a is the sound speed, equal to 1.0 -1.3 χ 10 4 km s -1 between ρ = IO 9 -IO 10 g cm" 3 .
Whether the white dwarf explodes or collapses depends on whether, behind the deflagration wave, nuclear energy release or electron capture is faster. A white dwarf whose mass is close to the Chandrasekhar mass has an adiabatic index close to 3, so that even a small energy release can cause substantial expansion. However, a slight pressure decrease due to electron capture will easily induce collapse. If
Vdef is low (high) enough and/or the central density is high (low) enough, a carbon deflagration will lead to collapse (explosion). The outcome is rather sensitive to
Vdef and the central density.
We 
O+Ne+Mg White Dwarfs
As seen in Figure 13 , the accretion-induced collapse is the outcome for a wider range of parameter space for O+Ne+Mg white dwarfs. The initial mass of the white dwarf, AioNeMgj is larger than ~ 1.2 M 0 (Nomoto , 1984a . In many cases, MoNeMg is very close to the Chandrasekhar mass, so that only a small mass increase is enough to trigger collapse. However, an O+Ne+Mg white dwarf formes from an 8 -10 M 0 star (Nomoto 1984a M 0 yr -1 , the final outcome would be a neutron star. This is also the case with the merging of CO -ONeMg white dwarf pair for all range of accretion rates (Kawai et al. 1986 ). Since the collapsing white dwarf has gained angular momentum during merging, the resulting neutron star is a rapid rotator. Suppose that the magnetic field of a neutron star originates from a fossil field of the white dwarf and no enhancement of the field occurs after the neutron star formation. Then the neutron star could be weakly magnetized if the magnetic field of the white dwarf was weak. (White dwarfs in cataclysmic variables are classified into two classes, with and without strong magnetic field (King et al. 1984) .) The neutron star could continue to rotate rapidly for relatively long time. Furthermore, the precursors of CO or ONeMg white dwarfs are 5-10 M 0 stars so that a location of the resulting neutron star may not be far from the galactic plane. These features could be consistent with the properties of the single millisecond pulsar (Baker et al. 1982) . On the other hand, if the Κ. NOMOTO magnetic field is enhanced during or after collapse, a normal single pulsar would result but with no supernova remnant around it (see Saio and Nomoto 1985).
Dim or Silent Supernovae?
A hydrodynamical calculation of a white dwarf collapse has not been carried out so that we don't know whether mass is ejected. Even if no mass is ejected, a neutron star will form because the residue's mass (1.4 M© (baryon mass), ~ 1.3 MQ (gravitational mass)) is smaller than the maximum mass of a neutron star. Nevertheless, it is important to know whether some mass is ejected by the bounce shock and, if mass is ejected, what its composition is. If some 56 Ni is ejected, the white dwarf collapse can be observed as a dim Type I supernova. Otherwise, the collapse would be silent, because most of the explosion energy would go into the kinetic energy of expansion. The interior temperatures would be too low to produce a significant optical light curve. If the shock wave is strong enough, some neutronrich species will be ejected. This might be an important site of some neutron-rich isotopes (Hartman et al. 1985; Takahashi et al. 1986 ). Mass ejection will affect the binary evolution after the explosion and the results can be compared to the observed neutron star binary systems (e.g., Taam and van den Heuvel 1986).
